BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy - Stress makes us sick
BEMER therapy can successfully reduce stenosed blood vessels
Stress hormones affect the body's own regulatory mechanisms. Long term stress can
seriously cause the regulatory malfunction of human circulation. While working closely
together with the research team of the "Institute for Microcirculation - Berlin", led by
University Docent CA. Dr. med. Rainer Klopp, BEMER has succeeded in effectively
stimulating the circulation in these smallest blood vessels by specific physical stimuli, and
with that decisively supported stress factors.
Everyone reacts and feels differently in stress situations. Stress shifts the body into a state of
alarm with the aid of stress hormones. The blood pressure rises and the heart beat frequency
increases. This makes sense for short periods of time, but long-term leads to massive malfunctions
of the circulatory system and thereby to an imbalance between supply and demand. On one hand the
requirement of the cells is higher due to the increased readiness for action and on the other hand
the cells are poorly supplied due to malfunction of blood circulation. A further effect of the
malfunction of the circulation is a slowing down of the blood flow, in turn leading to possible increase
in deposits in the blood vessels and with this stenosis. The health risks are massive: Stenosis of the
coronary arteries, myocardial infarction, stroke and other chronic diseases.
BEMER helps reduce the effects of stress
The BEMER therapy stimulates the movements of the smallest blood vessels. The blood flow is
improved and the risk caused by the stenosed blood vessels is reduced. It can normalize the
blood distribution in microcirculation and reduce some of the destructive effects of stress. The
cells, organs and the tissues are better supplied; the metabolic waste products are removed.
The BEMER therapy is very useful in other areas of health prophylaxis; it supports the healing
and recovery processes and the complementary therapy of chronic diseases and degenerative
conditions. Even in cases where all the therapy options are exhausted, successes can result.

Test BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy. Two, eight minute sessions per day can open up your microcirculation by 30%.

From the day, you are born blood flow supports all healthy cell function. It is the foundation for
living life to its fullest. Without it your cells suffer and this can lead to all sorts of disorders as
you age.
Would you like to improve in your health?
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With regular BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy use, inflammation can be reduced, the immune
system is strengthened, and you feel less aches and pains, sleep better and have a lot more
energy.
BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy
BEMER uses copper coils to transport a weak pulsating bio-rhythmical signal to stimulate
vasomotion. The core of BEMER technology is a physical electro-magnetic signal that stimulates
microcirculation to enhance blood flow to smallest capillaries, vascomotion. It moves more
nutrients, water and oxygen in and metabolic waste out of tissue and organs.
Federal Drug Administration Approval
BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy is a Food and Drug Administration Registered Class I Medical
Device. This ground breaking innovation in alternative medicine has been used for over 16 years in
Europe with proven effectiveness and safety. BEMER (Bio Electro Magnetic Energy Regulation) is
the only pulsed electromagnetic field (PEMF) device in the United States that has been approved to
conduct research on human subjects. NASA is placing BEMER technology in space suits. BEMER is
the most researched low-level pulsed electromagnetic field device in the world.
Test BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy
The two equipment sets BEMER Classic and BEMER Pro are easy to operate and designed for use
in clinics and practices as well as, for private use in the home. The application is incredibly simple
and comfortable. Two, eight minute sessions per day can open up your microcirculation by 30%.
Please take a bit of time to learn about and try BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy. You don’t need
to believe in it to try it. You will observe for yourself the wonderful effects it has on your body.
Questions about the use and effectiveness are welcomed.

About BEMER
The first BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy system was launched onto the market on 1998; it was
developed further and relaunched in 2007 with an improved signal. Since December 1998 we have
collected over 5000 testimonials and letters from users all over the world whom the BEMER
system has verifiably helped. BEMER Physical Vascular Therapy represents a ground breaking
innovation for modern medicine.
The BEMER Int. AG was formed as Innomed Int. AG, and in 2010 was renamed accordingly. The
company’s headquarters are in Triesen, Liechtenstein, with 60 employees. BEMER America is
located in San Diego CA. BEMER AG operates in the medical engineering sector and develops
physical therapy methods to positively influence microcirculation.
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